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ABSTRACT Trust management becomes an urgent requirement in the cloud environment and a trust

relationship between service user and service provider is required. Trust is the estimation of the ability

of cloud resources in completing a task based on some criteria such as availability, reliability, and resource

processing power. In this paper, an enhanced QoS-based model for evaluating the trustworthiness of the

cloud provider is introduced. The proposed model calculates the accumulative trust value which is updated

dynamically at each transaction and reflects the current or latest transaction of the provider in the cloud. The

trustworthiness of a cloud resource is evaluated based on its provider reputation history from user feedback

ratings based on the covariance mathematical technique to evaluate the credibility of the user’s feedback.

The trustworthiness of a cloud resource is also evaluated by calculating the computing power of resources

at run-time. Experimental results confirm the effect of user opinion and resources processing speed on trust

value calculation, which in turn assesses the trustworthiness of the cloud provider. The simulation has been

performed using the CloudSim with the platform Eclipse for developing the proposed model.

INDEX TERMS Cloud service selection, quality of service, user credibility, security, trust evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In cloud computing, the user can access the shared resources

through the network in a service-based environment. The

on-request access to computing resources such as servers,

networks, and applications is the principal idea of cloud

computing. In the cloud environment, the service delivery

models that can be established are software as a service,

platform as a service, and infrastructure as a service. The

models of deployment in cloud technology are public, private,

hybrid and community cloud [1]. Public infrastructure as a

service providers offer a variety of services such as storage,

configurable virtual machines, and bandwidth around the

world [2]–[4].

The competition between service providers by improving

their performance while lowering their prices attracts service

users. Currently, the contest can be found between various

cloud service providers that have similar functional prop-

erties. For example, Amazon, Google, and IBM have pro-

vided storage services to cloud users. Thus, the best service

selection becomes an urgent challenge for the users of the
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cloud. Quality of Service (QoS) based techniques used to

identify the leading cloud provider [5], [6]. The QoS such

as throughput, reliability, response time, cost and security

can be considered as a set of service attributes. The criti-

cal index for the selection of service in the cloud is trust

[7]. The trust is usually defined as ‘‘the confidence levels

in something or someone’’. E-business companies such as

Amazon, E-bay, and Google have implemented their trust

management model based on reputation. A trust relationship

between service user and cloud service provider is required.

An accurate assessment model in the performance evaluation

of a cloud service is needed [8].

The sophisticated mechanisms for service selection in the

cloud, based on trust evaluation, depend on estimating the

QoS of each service and matching these QoS parameters with

user’s preferences then recommend a service according to the

matching degree [9], [10]. The evaluation of QoS parameters

for specific cloud service to ensure the trustworthiness of

a Cloud Service Provider (CSP) depends on objective and

subjective trust assessment [11]. The objective trust assess-

ment is evaluated to determine trustworthy of a cloud service

depending on comparing the claimed service QoS offered in

Service Level Agreement (SLA) by a service provider with
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the actual QoS parameters of that service monitored at run-

time [12]. The subjective trust assessment depends on the

reputation of the provider of a service which is based on

feedback rating supplied by the user to assess the requested

service [13]. Reputation-based trust evaluation is used in

e-commerce companies. Earlier work depends on objective

trust evaluation or subjective trust evaluation to identify trust-

worthy cloud providers [14]. It is rare to find an evaluation

model of trust which combines information of QoS monitor-

ing with user’s feedback and computing power of resources

to assess the service provider trustworthy in the cloud.

This paper proposes an enhanced QoS-based trust assess-

ment model to enable the cloud user to select the optimal

cloud provider who will execute his job based on the user’s

preferences. In the proposed model, the trustworthiness of

the cloud provider is evaluated by calculating the Accumu-

lative/Computed Trust Value (ATV) for each cloud provider

who will provide individual service S in a time interval 1 ≤
t ≤ k . The value of ATV is updated dynamically at each

transaction, and it reflects the current or latest transaction of

the provider in the cloud. The computing power/processing

speed of a resource is also estimated at run-time and is

used in the calculation of trust value at each time window

k . Also, the user’s feedback ratings are integrated into the

calculation of trust value for the provider of the requested

service. The covariance mathematical technique is used to

verify the credibility of the user’s feedback.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces

related work about trust evaluation models. The basic assess-

ment model, SLA parameters, and covariance mathematical

technique are presented in Section III. Section IV shows the

proposed assessment model architecture, and the proposed

model algorithm is shown in Section V. Section VI reports

on the performance evaluation of the proposed model. The

discussion is explained in Section VII. Finally, the conclusion

is presented in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, a high requirement topic is the selection of a trust-

worthy service provider in cloud computing. The QoS is

widely considering in provider selection. Thus, some QoS-

based service selection methods have been proposed [15],

[16]. The work in [17], [18] introduced a trust management

framework named ‘‘Cloud Armor’’ based on a reputation

in which the trust value is evaluated based on users’ feed-

back. Their method has depending on the feedback density

and majority consensus to decide about the users’ feedback

credibility, however, the feedback uncertainty evaluation was

neglected. The authors in [19] introduced an approach for rep-

utation measurement, based on feedback from users, of cloud

services. In this approach, the fuzzy set theory was used

for calculating the service reputation score. In this model,

the trust value and reputation have been calculated based on

the aggregated information of a cloud provider from other

customers. However, the trustworthiness of user feedback,

if fake users affect it, is the main drawback of this model.

Other researches, for the selection of cloud services based on

fuzzy logic trust evaluation, have been proposed [20], [21].

A hybrid trust evaluation model for cloud services was

introduced in [22]. The authors defend the user feedback in

the calculation of trust value. In [23], the authors proposed

a trust assessment system to model the relationship between

users and services; the drawback in this research is that the

authors neglect the influences of services QoS values on

evaluating services trustworthiness. Authors in [24] present

a trustworthiness evaluation model based on QoS prediction

and user satisfaction. However, the influence of time fac-

tor and unfair ratings was not considered in the evaluation.

Authors in [25] present a trust reputation model based on

the cloud providers’ reputation to help cloud users to make

a decision. This reputation value was based on the objective

QoS indicators and the subjective users’ feedback.

The authors in [26] suggested a selection framework for

cloud services based on trust. In this framework, the authors

measure the trust based on a monitoring QoS parameters

technique with a user’s feedback technique to evaluate the

cloud provider’s trustworthiness. The work in [27] has pro-

posed a trust model based on QoS for a cloud environment.

This model evaluates the trust value using data integrity,

turnaround efficiency, reliability, and availability features.

The authors showed that their model performance was better

than the conventional model [28]. The model has improved

integrity, reliability, safety, and scalability. However, it had a

drawback of improving features such as confidentiality and

security.

A selection method for a cloud service using trust and

user preference clustering was suggested in [29]. The model

was based on a user preference similarity to build a hierar-

chical clustering algorithm. A multi-dimensional trust model

was proposed in [30] for big data workflow processing. The

trustworthiness of cloud providers was evaluated from the

cloud resource capabilities, the neighboring users’ reputation

evidence, and the experiences’ history of the service provider.

However, the computing power of a resource is not consid-

ered in the calculation of trust value at run-time.

Compared to the cloud provider selection models in the

literature, the proposed enhanced trust assessment model has

advantages. It proposes a model based on QoS parameters,

user preference similarity, and computing power/processing

speed of a resource. The covariance technique is used to ver-

ify the credibility of the user’s feedback. The trustworthiness

of user feedback, in case of fake users, will affect the trust

model and the feedback uncertainty evaluation should not

be neglected. The computing power of the cloud resource is

estimated and is used in the calculation of trust value to be

more accurate.

III. BACKGROUND

This section presents an overview of the SLA parameters

of availability, reliability, data integrity, and turnaround effi-

ciency, the basic QoS trust assessment model [27], and the
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covariance mathematical technique which will be employed

in the proposed model.

A. SLA PARAMETERS

Trust is composed of multiple attributes such as truthfulness,

security, reliability, honesty, and QoS in an environment con-

text. The trust parameter is for evaluating the cloud resource

trust value and it is manipulated in the form of SLA parame-

ter. The CSP will be trusted if it is able to achieve the user’s

requirements according to the SLA [1], [31], [32]. The SLA

parameters, which are considered in the evaluation of cloud

resource trust value in the proposed model, can be defined as

follow:

• Resource Availability (AV): It means that the system

should be accessible and operational when required by

users. A resource is called unavailable or inaccessi-

ble if it is shutdown, or too busy to process the fol-

lowing request, or under attackers control. Let cloud

resources are denoted as Y1,Y2, . . . ,Ym. Let Nk for

k = 1, 2, . . . ,m be number of submitted jobs over a time

period T to resource Yk . Let Ak , out of Nk , be number of

jobs accepted over a time period T by resource Yk . Thus,

the availability can be calculated as

AV (Yk ) =
Ak

Nk
(1)

• Resource Success Rate (SR): It is the number of success-

ful tasks executed by a resource Yk . Let Ck , out of Ak ,

be the number of completed jobs over time T by resource

Yk . Thus, the success rate can be calculated as

SR(Yk ) =
Ck

Ak
(2)

• Turnaround Efficiency (TE): Turnaround time can be

shown as the difference between Tend and Tstart as

illustrated in Fig. 1. TE is defined as the average of

turnaround efficiency for all submitted jobs during a

time of T of a resource Yk . Let Testimat is the estimated

turnaround time by CSP in SLA and Tactual be the actual

turnaround time. Thus, the turnaround efficiency can be

calculated as

TE(Yk ) =
Testimate

Tactual
(3)

• Data Integrity (DI): It defines the accuracy, security, pri-

vacy, and consistency of data. LetDk denotes the number

of jobs that conserved the integrity of data output of the

Ck completed jobs by a resource Yk . Thus, data integrity

can be calculated as

DI (Yk ) =
Dk

Ck
(4)

B. BASIC ASSESSMENT MODEL

The model introduced in [27] is called the basic assessment

model and the main components are described as following

FIGURE 1. Turnaround Time.

• User Interface, Authentication, and Authorization Ser-

vices involve browsing, registration, and security

aspects.

• Catalog Service: provides a cloud resources list.

• System Manager: coordinates the system components.

• SLA Manager: mainly preserves SLA between cloud

users and resource providers.

• Provisioning Service: links System Manager and Mid-

dleware Agents.

• Governance Service: has the job of monitoring, meter-

ing, and billing.

• Middleware Agent: manages virtual machines opera-

tions such as creation, customization, and sharing.

• Trust Repository: stores resources trust values.

• Trust Manager: processes and stores the trust values of

the trusted repository.

The authors of this model calculate the trust value of a

resource, based on the SLA parameters, as TQoS :

TQoS = X1 ∗ AV + X2 ∗ SR+ X3 ∗ TE + X4 ∗ DI (5)

where X = {X1,X2,X3,X4} are positive weights for the

SLA parameters. These weights are predetermined in the

SLA relating to user’s preferences so that
∑4

i=1 Xi = 1 and

∀Xi ∈ [0, 1]. The user may give the availability of a resource

the highest priority and give turnaround efficiency the lowest

weight, thus, the weight can be X1 = 0.5, X2 = 0.2,

X3 = 0.1, and X4 = 0.2. User’s preferences changed from

one user to another and may be changed for the same user at

different time. Thus, SLA parameters relating to the user are

considered as QoS parameters. The algorithm in [33], that is

shown in Algorithm 1, is used to calculate the set of weights

X = {X1,X2,X3,X4}.

C. COVARIANCE MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUE

The covariance technique is used to verify the credibility

of the user’s feedback by describing the linear regression

relationship between two users. Thus based on this technique,

the proposed model can evaluate the fake user. Suppose there

are two random variables i and j. The Joint Probability Distri-

bution Function (PDF), normal distribution, is calculated for
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Algorithm 1 Weight Calculation Algorithm

1: Input: (ω, n), for n number of factors and ω for calculat-

ing the most important factor

2: Output: Weight X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn}
3: Initialize n = 4

4: if ω < 0.5 then

5: ω = 1− ω

6: end if

7: if ω ≥ 0.5 then

8: Calculate X1 from: X1 [(n− 1) ω + 1− nX1]n =
[(n− 1) ω]n−1 ∗ [((n− 1) ω − n)X1 + 1]

9: Calculate Xn from: Xn =
((n− 1) ω − n)X1 + 1

((n− 1) ω + 1)− nX1
10: for i = 2 to (n-1) do

11: Calculate Xi from: Xi = n−1
√

Xn−i1 ∗ X i−1n

12: end for

13: end if

the variables i and j as:

Fi,j(i, j) =
d2

didj
Fi,j(i, j) (6)

Covariance (COV): It is the degree of variation between

variables i and j and is used to calculate the correlation

between variables [34]. Also, it is a measure of the joint

PDF of variables i, j. The covariance between i and j with a

finite second moment is the product of variables deviations

from their expected values individually. COV (i, j) can be

defined as:

COV (i, j) = E[i, j]− E[i] ∗ E[j] (7)

Variance Var(i): Standard Deviation (SD) of a dataset is

a measure of how spread out the data is. The variance is

another measure of the spread of data in a dataset which

can be defined as Var(i) = SD2. It is the expectation of the

squared deviation of a random variable from its mean. The

variance of a variable is the covariance of that variable and

itself. Consequently, when this covariance is standardized (by

dividing it by the square root of the product of the Var(i)),

it will give a correlation of 1. Thus, the correlation coefficient,

µ, can be defined as:

µ =
COV (i, j)
√
Var(i)Var(j)

=
E[i, j]− E[i] ∗ E[j]

SDi ∗ SDj
(8)

where SDi is the standard deviation of a variable i and SDj is

the standard deviation of a variable j.

IV. PROPOSED TRUST ASSESSMENT MODEL

The proposed enhanced QoS-based trust assessment model

is presented in this section. Feedback service and a pro-

posed approach to verify the user’s feedback credibility are

explained in detail. TheAccumulative Trust Value calculation

and the cloud service selection are shown with an example.

A. PROPOSED MODEL ARCHITECTURE

The proposed QoS-based model architecture is shown

in Fig. 2. This model is an enhancement version of the model

introduced in [27]. The proposed model can be examined as

an architecture of four layers which are Cloud Service User

(CU), Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Cloud Service Broker

(CSB) and System Manager (SM). CSP deploys its services

and publishes service QoS information in the cloud via SLA.

Through SLA, a user is able to determine a suitable service

that satisfies his QoS requirements.

Cloud Service Broker is composed of different sub-

modules [35], [36]. Directory Service is responsible for sav-

ing registration information of service along with their SLA

parameters provided by CSPwhen registers its services. Also,

it matches the user’s QoS requirements with other services

and prepares the candidate services list whose SLA parame-

ters satisfy the user’s preferences provided in theQoS require-

ments. This is not the main purpose of this work, and there are

many kinds of research used for cloud service selection based

on the user’s QoS requirements. The SLA management saves

the agreement between a service user and the selected service

provider to execute a user’s task. It is a node to connect CSB

with the Trust Assessment Module (TAM) and the system

manager. It gets a candidate services list sorted according

to trust values from the TAM and informs the user with

this shortlist of cloud services to select a specific CSP for

task execution and gives the feedback rating to the invoked

service. Feedback Service is one of the main contributions of

this study. It is a component used for collecting authenticated

user’s feedback after receiving his invoked services. We will

describe its details later in this section.

System Manager is the main component of this model

which includes the TAM that is used to evaluate the ATV for

each candidate CSP and prepare a list of service providers

sorted by their ATV. Trust Catalog is a database for sav-

ing transaction information and computed trust value of the

invoked service, the schema of this database contains a record

for each invoked service in the cloud. The record structure

includes information such as (Service identity, User identity,

Provider identity, Transaction identity, and Computed Trust

Value). When the CSP registers its services for the first time,

the TAM evaluates it using Cloud Security Alliance (CSA)

recommendations [1]. If the evaluation is accepted, the TAM

inserts a trust catalog entry with an initial value to its services.

This initial value of the trust is dynamically updated after each

transaction invoked this service. ATV can help in enhance

CSP performance and build its reputation by offering better

QoS and good performance. Provisioning Service supplies a

working environment in the form of a virtualized environ-

ment to the cloud user. Governance Service is responsible

for mainly three jobs which are monitoring, metering and

billing. Also, it manages and controls resource allocation and

consumption.

The interaction between the components of the pro-

posed model in Fig. 2 is illustrated in the following

steps:
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FIGURE 2. Proposed QoS-based model architecture.

1) The CU submits his service query and a list of QoS

requirements to Directory Service.

2) The service information of CSP has been released to

Directory Service in the form of SLA parameters.

3) The Directory Service prepares a candidate services

list whose SLA meets the requirements of the user by

matching the user QoS requirements with all registered

services.

4) The SLA management sends a list of user’s QoS

requirements and a candidate services list whose

SLA matches the requirements of the user to the

TAM to calculate the trust value at a time win-

dow k for each candidate service. It returns a list

of candidate services sorted by their trust value, and

this list is available to the service user to deter-

mine a CSP from this list to execute his task.

Then, after negotiation, an agreement is established

through SLAmanagement between the service user and

selected CSP.

5) The SLA management informs System Manager with

the selected service provider which in turn reviews the

availability of the requested resources based on the

Directory Service.

6) The System Manager schedules resources by the

Scheduling adviser. It is considered that the request

with the least Turnaround Time can be executed

first.

7) The System Manager provides SLA to Resource

Deployment. It provides and marks the requested

resources. For the user, a working environment is vir-

tualized. It creates, customizes, manages and expands

the virtual system if needed.

8) Concurrently, the Governance Service has been pro-

vided by SLA through the System Manager. Gov-

ernance Service manages and controls allocated

resources. Also, it performs the billing of services in

the cloud.

9) Trust attributes of the requested job execution are deliv-

ered to the TAM based on the System Manager. The

TAM is responsible for updating data in the Trust Cat-

alog.

10) The user checks the data and evaluates the invoked

service provided by CSP and sends his feedback to

feedback service. Also, the user evaluates data integrity

and sent data integrity values in the feedback.

11) The Feedback service evaluates the data from the user

then forwards the accurate feedback to the SLA Man-

ager which in turn sends checked feedback values to the

Trust Assessment Module to store it in Trust Catalog.

B. FEEDBACK SERVICE OPERATION

Feedback service contains three components which are feed-

back collector, feedback verifier, and feedback repository.
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TABLE 1. QoS attributes required by Cloud User X and Capabilities of candidates Cloud providers.

TABLE 2. SLA between Cloud User X and Service Provider P2.

Feedback collector used to collect the user’s feedback via

a web form through a user portal which is a web-based

interface to interact with CSB. The user’s feedback evaluates

the resource provider’s quality of service and the user’s satis-

faction through a series of questions (e.g., reliability of the

network, resource availability, response time, cost whether

the cost of a transaction is affordable or not, whether the

user satisfied with a particular transaction). The answer to

each question from above can be evaluated as not accepted,

moderate, reasonable and accepted. The answer is mapped to

be from 0 to 1., then it is saved in the feedback repository.

The user answer to each question reflects his opinion toward

the Quality of service that has been delivered and used to

enhance service provider performance. Feedback verifier in

which we introduce a new approach to detect malicious user’s

feedback ratings based on covariance technique, creditable

user detected using covariance and fake users extracted.

Feedback Repository is a database that contains the user’s

feedback. The model classifies a cloud user as Known Cloud

User (KCU) or Fake Cloud User (FCU). The KCU has pre-

vious records for the same service in the feedback reposi-

tory, while the FCU does not have any transaction history.

Feedback Repository saves a record for each transaction; this

record contains information about Transaction ID, CU ID,

CSP ID, Service ID, feedback rating for each QoS parameter.

This database contains a feedback history provided by the

user for each service he invoked, and it will be used in

the proposed approach to evaluate the trustworthiness of the

current user’s feedback.

C. CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER SELECTION BASED ON

COMPUTED TRUST VALUE

The WD-REAM dataset #2 [37] is used in this part.

The dataset includes real-world QoS measurements from

142 users over 64-time slices [15-minute interval] on

4,500 Web services. This dataset contains only two attributes

which are throughput and response time. Python library

is used for generating synthetic dataset contain 11 QoS

attributes and have the same format of WS-DREAM [37].

After the cloud user received the requested task, CU gives

his feedback for QoS parameters.

Existing Cloud Monitoring Solutions (CMS) is used to

dynamic QoS attributes tracking related to the virtualized

cloud resources which can be used to improve CSP perfor-

mance. CMS used to detect the performance fluctuations and

account for the SLA breaches of QoS attributes [38], [39].

Existing CMS such as Amazon CloudWatch [40] and Private

Cloud Monitoring System (PCMONS) [41] can also be used.

Cloud Harmony APIs [42] can be used to detect the current

state of dynamic and Network layer QoS attributes of selected

CSP. A random data can be generated for QoS monitoring

data at run-time and Network layer QoS attributes within a

range suitable to actual data from Cloud Monitoring Systems

and practice in the industry. The simulation experiments and

obtained results can be validated based on the generated

synthetic dataset and the WD-REAM dataset. To explain

the Cloud provider selection procedure, it is assumed

that:

1) Cloud User X required QoS attributes as shown in table

1 and the Directory Service contains services informa-

tion of registered CSP.

2) Cloud User X searches the Directory Services to find

a cloud Provider P for providing a matching service.

The Cloud User X finds m candidate service provider

(P1,P2 . . .Pm) which can provide his requirements,

suppose there are three providers (P1,P2,P3) that can

provide the required service for the user X .

3) The Cloud User X sends a list of candidate Ser-

vice Providers (P1,P2,P3) and a list of his QoS

requirements to the Cloud Service Broker (CSB). CSB

retrieves the capabilities of each cloud provider from

the Directory Service and forwards the two lists to the

SLA management. Table 1 contains an example of the

lists information.

4) The SLA management connects with the System

Manager and the Trust Assessment Module (TAM).

TAM calculates a trust value for each candidate cloud

provider (P1,P2,P3) through Equation 13 and sort the
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service providers based on the Computed Trust value

(CTV).

5) TAM calculates the CTV from transaction history data

saved in the Trust Catalog for each candidate cloud

provider that can provide the required service Si. The

Trust Catalog contains the last transition data related

to each provider supporting the required service. For

example, TAM calculates CTV of Provider P1 to be

0.421, Provider P2 to be 0.872 and Provider P3 to be

0.631.

6) Service selection depends on negotiation between the

cloud user X and SLA management. SLA is pre-

pared by the SLA management and is shown in table

2. By this SLA, the cloud provider P2 executes the

required task and delivers the executed data to cloud

user X based on CSB.

V. PROPOSED MODEL ALGORITHM

Let FUi is defined as the set of all feedback of similar users

for the same service Si and Fi is defined as all feedback

records made by the user Ui for the same service Si. The

term ‘‘similar/comparable user’’ means the one who has a

previous record in the feedback repository, where this record

is saved when the user previously invoked the same service

in the cloud. After the required task by the cloud user is

executed by the selected cloud provider, the cloud user sent

his feedback about QoS attributes of the received task. The

current feedback value which is given by the cloud service Si
user should be compared with the other user’s feedback value

in the database. If there is a positive correlation for the current

user’s feedback with the other user’s feedback value, it has

to be considered as an identified user feedback rating and is

used in the evaluation of the trustworthiness of the known

cloud provider. Otherwise, the feedback should be considered

as a fake user’s feedback and be truncated by the feedback

verifier module. Thus, the fake user is not fixed or assumed,

it is evaluated by the covariance technique to evaluate the

credibility of the user’s feedback.

The proposed approach determines the variance or stan-

dard deviation of current feedback from both Fi and FUi.

Depend on the deviation, the verification of current feedback

is assessed and the user’s feedback parameter is considered

in the evaluation of the trustworthiness of the cloud provider

through ATV calculation. In the proposed approach, it is

supposed that each feedback of a cloud user is treated as a

random variable that follows the normal distribution and the

correlation coefficient µ, which describes the linear regres-

sion relationship between two users and is calculated by

equation 8. The value of µ is considered to be between 1 and

-1. Zero value indicates that no relationship at all.

LetUcorr indicates the number of users they have a positive

relationship with current user; FU is the total number of users

feedback. The Similarity Ratio SR, number of users who have

similar feedback as the current user, is defined as:

SR = Ucorr/FU , 0 ≤ SR ≤ 1 (9)

Algorithm 2 Update Feedback Value of a Service

1: Input: User request Ri, Selected service Si, Current user

feedback UFcurr , and Feedback database FBdb.

2: Output: FB(Si), Feedback value of a service Si.

3: Initialize FU , F , SR, Ucorr
4: for each CU ∈ current user and t ∈ K do

5: Calculate FU , F , and Ucorr
6: Update SR from equation 9

7: if SR > 0.5 then

8: UFcurr ← current user feedback

9: User is Identified

10: else

11: UFcurr = 0

12: User is Unidentified

13: end if

14: if User is Identified then

15: Update FB(Si) from equation 10

16: else

17: FB(Si) = 0

18: end if

19: end for

If SR ≤ 0.5, then the current user feedback deviated from

the users who have similar feedback. Thus, it is treated as

fake feedback and it will be discarded. Otherwise, the cur-

rent feedback is used to evaluate the trustworthiness of CSP

and updates feedback value for this service and its value in

the feedback repository. Initially, the feedback value of the

service Si has been assigned to 0, with no trustworthy infor-

mation available about the service Si. After each transaction,

the current feedback UFcurr is used to update the history

feedback value in the feedback database for that service. The

feedback value of a service Si, for K time slots, is calculated

as

FB(Si) = (1− α)

k
∑

t=1
FUi + αUFcurr (10)

The operator α is used to get a significant degree of current

user feedback related to the feedback history for the same

service and α ∈ [0, 1]. The algorithm to calculate feedback

value for service Si is denoted by FB(Si) and is shown in

Algorithm 2.

The current capacity of a cloud resource affects the per-

formance of the cloud provider and transaction execution.

Thus, the current resource capacity parameters such as CPU,

RAM, and Network should be considered when evaluating

trust value for a cloud resource to enable a system to estimate

if the resource can execute the required job or not. In this

work, the CPU of a resource as a resource capacity parameter

is considered to calculate the Estimated Computing Power

(ECP) of a resource Rk at runtime as follows:

ECP(Rk ) =
CPUjob

CPUresource
(11)
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ECP is CPU utilization. The CPU utilization depending

on the computing tasks amount and type. When the user

job is running, one can examine the CPU utilization from

the computed resource directly by existing Cloud Monitoring

Solutions (CMS). The information that is collected from the

running job will help to estimate the CPU needs of similar

jobs in the future [43].

In the proposed model, the trust value is calculated from

three trust attributes. The first attribute is from QoS param-

eters and is calculated by equation 5. The second attribute is

based on the user’s feedback which is calculated by equation

10. The last attribute is from calculating the computing power

of a resource at runtime which is calculated by equation

11. The Trust Assessment Module (TAM) is responsible for

calculating the Trust Value T of a service Si provided by a

CSPj at timestamp t as follow:

T (Si) = (1− γ ) ∗ TQoS + ECP+ γ ∗ FB (12)

The operator γ is a positive value used to know the effect

of the user feedback on evaluating the trustworthy cloud

provider. The preferred value of γ can be set from running

experiments many times and monitor the impact of user feed-

back on trust value evaluation. From experiments, the suitable

value for γ is between 0.4 and 0.6.

Trust evaluation is related to a service which in turn related

to a cloud service provider. The trust value in equation 12

is calculated at a time window of K .For a better evaluation,

the trust value calculated for each transaction occurred at a

time of t for a service that is considered and stored in the trust

catalog. The Accumulative/Computed Trust Value, ATV , for

a service Si is computed as:

ATV (Si) =
1

N

k
∑

t=1
T (Si) (13)

where N is the number of transactions. The TAM calculates

ATV for each cloud provider CSPj which provides specific

service Si in the time interval 1 ≤ t ≤ k . The value

of ATV is updated dynamically at each transaction, and it

reflects the current or latest transaction of the provider in

the cloud. The TAM prepares a cloud providers list which

is sorted according to Accumulative/Computed Trust Value.

This sorted list enables the cloud user to select the optimal

cloud provider who will execute his job.

The proposed enhanced QoS-based model algorithm is

explained step by step in Algorithm 3. The current trust value

of a cloud provider providing a certain service Si at timestamp

t or transaction trust value is represented by Equation 12. This

equation is calculated for each transaction and the result trust

value is saved in the Trust Catalog database. The accumula-

tive or aggregation trust value which is computed from trans-

action data history saved in the Trust Catalog as represented

in equation 13. The TAM calculates this equation for each

cloud provider CSPj which provides specific service Si in the

time interval 1 ≤ t ≤ k . The computed trust value is updated

automatically at each transaction.

Algorithm 3 Enhanced QoS-Based Model

1: Input: SLA parameters AV , SR, TE , and DI for

a resource Rk , CPUresource for cloud provider CSPj,

Selected service Si, Previous ATV (Si) for a service Si
2: Output: Updated ATV (Si)

3: Initialize γ , Number of transactions N , Estimated

CPUjob
4: for each t ∈ K do

5: Calculate Weight X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn} from Algo-

rithm 1

6: Calculate TQoS (Rk ), Trust value of a resource Rk from

equation 5

7: Calculate ECP(Rk ), Estimated Computing Power of a

resource Rk from equation 11

8: if γ = 0 then

9: Calculate T (Si) from: T (Si) = TQoS (Rk )+ECP(Rk )
10: else

11: Calculate FB(Si), Feedback value of a service Si
from Algorithm 2

12: Calculate T (Si) from: T (Si) = (1−γ )∗TQoS (Rk )+
ECP(Rk )+ γ ∗ FB(Si)

13: end if

14: Update ATV (Si) from: ATV (Si) = ATV (Si)+ T (Si)
15: end for

16: Calculate Updated ATV (Si) from: ATV (Si) =
ATV (Si)/N

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Three main scenarios are presented in this section to show the

effectiveness of the proposed model. The first scenario shows

that the estimated computing power of a resource Rk can

affect the performance of the proposed enhanced QoS-based

model. The second scenario is done to show the impact of the

user’s feedback for service Si in the trust value calculation

which in turn evaluates the service provider’s trustworthiness.

The final scenario shows the proposed model performance

in reducing the fake user’s feedback effect on transaction

completion.

Experiments are run on HP Elite Book 840p, 2.6 GHz

Intel, Core i7 with 8 GBRAMonWindows operating system.

Instead of using a large-scale of a real environment, since it

is cost-effective, a simulation environment is used for testing

the proposed model. The CloudSim [44], [45], which is a

framework for the simulation and modeling the environment

of the cloud, is used in these experiments. The simulated

cloud contains a variety of resources to investigate the con-

cept of heterogeneous cloud. Each resource has different

computational and network characteristics. Simulation has

been performed using the CloudSim and the platform Eclipse

for developing the proposed model.

A. SCENARIO 1: EFFECT OF ESTIMATED COMPUTING

POWER OF A RESOURCE

The enhanced trust value in this scenario, ‘‘Enhan_Trust’’,

is calculated from Algorithm 3, by setting the value of the
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FIGURE 3. Availability of the proposed enhanced model and the
conventional QoS-based model.

FIGURE 4. Success Rate of the proposed enhanced model and the
conventional QoS-based model.

operator γ = 0, to show the effect of the estimated computing

power of a resource Ri on evaluating the proposed model

performance. A sequence of 10 posts range from 500 to

5000 jobs with a step size of 500 jobs is used in this experi-

ment. For each post, all the jobs are posted simultaneously.

The service providers list which will provide services that

match the user QoS needs is identified for each job. Then,

a trust value for each service is calculated and saved in the

trust catalog and sorted in a list according to their trust value.

The service provider which has the highest trust value will be

invoked to provide its service to execute the required job.

Figure 3 shows that the availability of resources in the

proposed model outperformed the conventional QoS trust

model. Figure 4 shows the success rate of the proposed model

which is nearly the same as the compared model. Despite it

shows a decrease in the performance when the number of jobs

increases because some jobs may be failed due to the increase

in the number of connections to a database server, some jobs

may be failed due to restricted provisioning policy. There are

many reasons for job failure in the cloud. Figure 5 shows the

turnaround efficiency of the proposed enhanced model which

is better than the conventional QoS-based model. The results

are compared with Manuel’s QoS trust model [27].

FIGURE 5. Turnaround Efficiency of the proposed enhanced model and
the conventional QoS-based model.

B. SCENARIO 2: IMPACT OF USER’S FEEDBACK ON

PERFORMANCE

This scenario is calculated from the proposed Algorithm 3,

by setting the value of the operator γ 6= 0, which evalu-

ates how accurately the proposed covariance-based approach

verifies the user’s feedback credibility. It indicates that the

proposed approach is useful because the covariance is effi-

cient in finding the similarity degree between the cloud users.

This experiment is carried out by 100 independent runs. For

each run, a service provider list matches the user needs is

identified and TAM suggests the service provider with the

highest trust value to execute the required job. Then the cloud

user gives his feedback after each run. The approach analyzes

the transaction history of the service provider and can identify

the trustworthiness of the cloud providers as Trusted (85%),

Untrusted (10%) or Unknown (5%). Also, the TAM identifies

the cloud user as identified, fake, or unknown user. The

‘‘Identified User’’ is the one who almost gives feedback and

is trusted, the ‘‘Fake User’’ is the one who provides false

feedback all the time and is treated as untrusted, and the

‘‘UnknownUser’’ who randomly switches between identified

and fake.

Figure 6 shows that trusted service provider always has

a high trust value. This figure illustrates the ability of the

proposed algorithm to filter candidate service providers who

will provide the requested service by cloud user based on cal-

culation of Accumulative Trust Value (ATV) into trust cloud

provider, ‘‘Trust_CSP’’, who has history feedback and trans-

actions data saved in database and untrusted cloud provider,

‘‘Untrust_CSP’’, who does not have any transition history.

C. SCENARIO 3: EFFECT OF FAKE USER’S FEEDBACK ON

TRANSACTION COMPLETION

The last scenario illustrates the proposed enhanced model

efficiency to identify the fake user’s feedback, then excludes

the cloud provider of that service which in turn reflects on

the transaction completion. Transaction Success Rate (TSR)

can be calculated by dividing the number of successful or
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FIGURE 6. Accuracy of the proposed enhanced model to verify the user’s
feedback credibility.

FIGURE 7. Proposed enhanced model efficiency to identify the fake
user’s feedback.

completed transactions by the total number of accepted trans-

actions over a given time. For example, if we run 100 trans-

actions, and 93 of them were successful, we would have a

transaction success rate of 0.93. The TSR can be defined as:

TSR(t) = (Transsucc)/(Transtotal) (14)

where Transsucc is the number of successful transactions

completed in a period t and Transtotal is the total number

of transactions in the same period. The number of required

transaction is determined from Algorithm 3.

Figure 7 shows that the proposed model, ‘‘Enhan_Model’’,

has a better TSR than the conventional model. It is

noted that, when the percentage of fake user’s feedback

increased, the proposed model can identify fake user’s

feedback and exclude it. In this experiment, the proposed

model is compared to the Armor model proposed in [18],

‘‘Armor_Model’’, regarding the TSR indicator.

VII. DISCUSSION

The proposed model can be tested with real data in different

operating systems environments. This framework can be used

as ‘‘Trust as a Service’’ inwhich the trustmanagement service

layer can be located between the CSP layer and user layer.

TheCloud ServiceMeasurement IndexConsortium (CSMIC)

[46] and the Service Measurement Index (SMI) can be uti-

lized. SMI can be used to design initial Catalog service with

real data from different cloud service providers. The actual

QoS monitoring values will be incorporated in this and the

data from different sources including web sites of CSP will

be involved. The Cloud Harmony API [47] can be used to

collect data related to QoS attributes of the Network layer

(Bandwidth and Latency). Data related to performance QoS

attributes (Response time and CPU speed) can be collected

using Cloud Monitoring solutions such as Amazon Cloud

Watch [40]. For security and user feedback attributes, data

can be generated randomly within a range suitable to practice

data.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a trust assessment model for evaluat-

ing the cloud provider using multiple factors such as SLA

parameters provided by the cloud provider in the agreement

with the cloud user. Also, this paper calculates the estimated

computing power of the candidate resource to determine its

ability to complete the required job. The reputation history

of the cloud provider taken from the user’s feedback rating

from previous invocations is used. Also, this paper introduces

a covariance-based approach to determine a user’s feedback

credibility. The proposed model calculates the accumulative

trust value which is updated dynamically at each transaction

and reflects the current or latest transaction of the provider

in the cloud. The proposed model is compared with state-

of-the-art trust assessment models. Experiments show that

the proposed model is reliable and has a better transaction

success rate than the compared models. In future work, a new

framework for trust assessment can be introduced to evaluate

the public and private cloud providers and the cloud user. The

trusted cloud user can be evaluated based on user behavior

parameters.
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